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Quiet! Hospital?
A sick sense of humor has struck SJSU. The world "hospital" was spraypainted onto the Fourth Street wall where the word "university" belongs.
The act was discovered last week and quickly pointed out to administrators
who had the medical term erased from the wall.

Survey of 7-11 stores
reveal price variation
By Susan Hathaway
There is recent evidence that Seven-Eleven stores near campus have been
taking advantage of their convenient location and charging students higher
prices, according to Bill Clarkson, assistant director of the A.S. Consumer
Switchboard, who surveyed five Seven -Eleven stores last weekend. He found
the two stores near campus, on Sixth Street and on 11th Street, to have
substantially higher prices on the same 20 items checked.
According to Clarkson, two other Seven Elevens, located on Winchester
Boulevard and on McLaughlin Boulevard had lower prices. They were both
situated in commercial-residential districts.
Clarkson said the highest prices he found were at the Seven-Eleven on
Saratoga Avenue, near Kelly Road. He said this store was located near a
huge spartment complex.
As an example of the price differences between the five stores, Clarkson
mentioned the price of a 22 ounce container of Ivory detergent. The two
stores in the commercial-residential districts both sold it for 69 cents, while
the store on Sixth Street charged 95 cents. The two campus stores had prices
of 73 and 79 cents, with the store on Sixth Street being more expensive.
In interpreting his results, Clarkson said it seemed stores "with a captive
clientele" charged higher prices even though they did a brisk business. He
cited the campus stores and the store near the apartment complex as
examples.
Clarkson explained that these stores raised their mark-up seven to nine
per cent above the 30 per cent which the Seven-Eleven company recommends for its franchisers. Clarkson saw no reason why these stores should
have such a policy and saw it as merely "taking advantage of students and
apartment dwellers."
Clarkson plans to contact the managers of these stores and ask them the
reason for their higher pricing. He said, "The story will continue as their
justifications come in."

Today is last day
for CAR forms
Today is turn -in deadline for mock
Computer Assisted Registration ()RAC
forms.
The CAR forms are inside class
schedules on sale at local bookstores.
The forms are also available free at the
information booths in the Student Union
and Administration Building and at the
registrar’s office. Completed forms
should be turned in at these locations
before 5 p.m.
Computer registration will not actually begin until fall so all students,
including those who have completed the
CAR forms will go through the usual

arena -type registration process in
February.
Even though only a projected total of
5,000 students participated in the experiment, Scott Anderson, director of
the CAR program at SJSU, termed
mock computer registration process a
success.
Anderson said it accomplished its
purpose of familiarizing students with
the process and that some departments
will gain advanced information concerning class demand and may make
appropriate changes in their spring
semester class schedules.

Alviso secession lacks help
The fight to de-annex Alviso from San
Jose is progressing steadily without
any meaningful assistance from the San
Jose City Council, according to Father
Lawrence Goode, assistant pastor at
Jur Lady of Peace mission and a
member of the Free Alviso committee.
Alviso, a small community on the

northern fringe of San Jose, is involved
in legal action aimed at de-annexing
itself from the city of San Jose. The
court action is based on the premise
that the original annexation election
held in 1968 involved "illegal votes" by
people not eligible to vote in the election.
See back page

Residents want
200 free bikes

Harris recalls ’the movement’
By Barbara French
David Harris is only 27 but the signs
of youth are gone.
As are the days of David Harris the
Stanford student body president, the
anti -war organizer, the draft resister,
and the husband of folksinger Joan
Baez.
His wiry blonde hair, sparse back in
his college days, is getting thinner and
the toils of ten years of resistance have
left their mark on a now stern face.
Harris’ voice, however, still rings
loud and clear when it speaks of the
nation’s hangups - like it did during the
mid and late ’60s. And his light blue
eyes still sparkle with visions of a
better American way of life, even
though they’ve conceptualized a
similar picture time and time again.
"Watergate taught the rest of the
nation to mistrust the government the
way we had been doing for ten years,"
Harris said in his Fresno, Calif., southwestern rural drawl.
Ten years. To students entering
colleges and universities nowadays the
era of campus disruption came alive
only through television newscasts,
and
the
newspaper headlines
grapevine.
"But to those involved the
"movement" was an encompassing
emotion spit forth by the shock of
bureaucracy
government
and
coverups, especially the Vietnam
coverup.
To understand this feeling, Harris
pointed out, it is necessary to understand where the students of
yesteryear were coming from.
"I grew up in the ’50s; we had no war,
just Eisenhower and rock ’n roll," he
said. "After high school there was no

place else to go but college, unless I
wanted to keep working in packing
sheds."
So in 1963, with a scholarship tucked
under his belt, Harris, a lawyer’s son
and Fresno’s "Boy of the Year",
headed for Stanford University.
"In 1963 there was a strong sense
connected with being an American. We
really believed our high school civics
. and we really believed in America," he
said.
In the fall of 1964 Harris and friends
went to Mississippi. In the south their
lives were constantly threatened and
one companion was kidnapped and
beaten.
The bright lights of Americanism
dimmed for Harris. The hate and
brutality he experienced in the South
became the groundwork for his new
foundation.
Harris was hit by the public’s
spotlight in the spring of 1966 when, as a
junior, he was elected student body
president of Stanford University in the
biggest voter turnout in the school’s
history.
Ironically Harris tried his damnedest
not to win.
"I was never involved in student body
politics," he said. "I agreed to run only
if my supporters guaranteed me I
wouldn’t get more than 500 votes."
So the anti -campaign was on. The
platform: making the other candidates,
those practicing for politics in the ’big
world’, to face up to current issues.
"I ran absolutely out of pattern," he
recalled. "I wore I,evi’s and a
workshirt, gave one to two speeches a
day talking for two to three hours, said
things like fuck out loud and, in general,

didn’t care about winning."
Evidently his high school state
finalist in speech competition title paid
off, for he debated the other candidates
out of the running.
To this day he can’t understand why

he won other than he was just "in the
right place at the right time."
But his winning is only half the story.
While serving his term Harris became
one of the most
See back page

Scott Mowry

David Harris, draft resister
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’Full speed ahead’ in city’s EPA lawsuit
By Roxanne Miller
Though
the
Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) has postponed for one year the imposition of
parking surcharges designed to reduce
traffic and pollution, it’s still ’’full
speed ahead" for the city of San Jose’s
lawsuit against the EPA, Richard
Marston, deputy city attorney, said
yesterday.
T he city attorney’s office had filed
for a petition in the San Francisco
Federal Court of Appeals on Nov. 29 to
cause the court to review the EPA
rules, Marston said.
But in surprise action taken by the
EPA Dec. 7, a one-year extension was
announced in imposing the rules,

moving the date of implementation
back from next July 1 to July 1, 1975.
"The only effect ( the postponement)
has had on our plans is to tell us we
needn’t concern ourselves quite as soon
with a stay order (to keep the EPA
imposing
its
parking
from
regulations)," he said.
In mid-November the EPA originally
proposed several parking surcharge
regulations designed to reduce air
pollution by trying to lessen automobile
use.
Included in the regulations was a 10cent surcharge on all commercial
parking spaces in California cities wit h
more than 100,000 population, to be
implemented originally next July 1.

The EPA’s postponement now allows
cities an extra year to prepare for
putting the rules into effect.
Marston indicated the agency’s speed
in postponing the regulations surprised
him more than the delay itself.
-I can’t say it was a total surprise.
We were expecting to have to go to
court for an order to put those
( regulations) off. But I was surprised
they announced such a total change so
quickly."
Marston said about 200 petitions from
California cities and organizations are
presently up for court review regarding
the regulations.
"It’s now up to the EPA to file its
answer, and eventually there will be

A.S. funding priorities focus
ad hoc committee
of at
By Tim Robb
An ad hoc committee of the Athletic
Advisory Board was formed last week
to develop guidelines for a proposed
referendum designed to reveal student
priorities for the disbursment of A.S.
funds.
Although the referendum will deal
with all areas of A.S. funding, its
primary purpose is to determine
whether the current level at which the
A.S. funds athletics (about 25 per cent
of the A.S. budget) is in line with
student wishes.
The A.S. Executive branch is
presently attempting to phase athletic
funding out of the A.S. budget.
Memo submitted to board
The Athletic Advisory Board, which
must approve the athletic budget
submitted to the A.S., was also
presented with a memo from the A.S.
Executives at the same meeting last
Thursday, advising the board of A.S.
intentions regarding athletic funding.
The memo read in part, "In this light,
the budget you forward to us should
certainly reflect no increases and
should, in fact, demonstrate reductions,

Lack of adequate transportation for 1,700 San Jose
board and care residents has prompted the Community of
Communities Project (COC) to request 200 bicycles from
San Jose at tonight’s council meeting.
COC is a 1972-founded, federally and community funded
project to involve board and care residents who live
around the SJSU campus area in recreational and companionship programs.
The bicycles, according to COC Director John Murphy,
would come from the "thousands of bikes the police
department finds and stores until they are auctioned off."
Murphy said the 200 SJSU students and community
volunteers now chauffeuring about 400 board and care
residents around, cannot keep up with the demand.
"We can take the residents to their places maybe once,
but after that they must keep going back on their own," he
said.
Some residents must walk 12 or more blocks to get to
their work skills shops or activity classes, he said.

especially in grants-in-aid ( athletic
scholarships)."
Committee to consider
Dr. John Caine, Spartan athletic
director and a member of the Athletic
Advisory Board, said the memo would
be directed to the finance committee of
the board and would receive the same
consideration as any other input
source.
Dr. Caine also explained his support
of a university-wide referendum to
determine funding priorities.
’Students should have say’
"My argument is that if every
student puts $20 down in student fees,
then every student should have a say in
what that money is used for," Dr. Caine
said. He added that great care should
be taken in the development of the
questionnaire to be used and in the
analysis of the referendum results.
Stephanie Dean, executive assistant
to A.S. President Rudi Leonard’ and a
member of the Athletic’ Advisory
Board, said the referendum is needed to
review student priorities. She said a
similar poll was conducted in the
Spring of 1972, but that another one is

again necessary.
881 students respond
The 1972 poll, conducted by the
student opinion poll committee of the
academic council, included responses
from 881 students that indicated a
"comparatively low priority for
athletics) in the minds of many
students polled."
Dr. Caine, who said he had not seen a
copy of the poll but had heard about it,
said the proposed referendum probably
would not be able to be conducted until
this spring or next fall.
Since the athletic budget for the next
operating year must be submitted to
the A.S. by Friday, Dr. Caine expressed
his hope that the student council
wouldn’t make any "dramatic
changes" in athletic funding until the
referendum could be held i.e. until
next year).
He described a "dramatic changes"
in athletic funding until the referendum
could be held i.e. until next year.
He described a "dramatic change"
as any cutback exceeding five per cent
of the athletic budget of approximately
$130,000.

"This creates a hardship for both the volunteer and
resident, who only gets a 50 cents-a-day allowance to take
(’are of all his personal needs. Even the buses cost 25 cents
one way," Murphy said.
Murphy said he hit on the idea of the 200 bicycles, the
amount based on people he is in contact with for transportation, because "It’s an existing resource that
shouldn’t cost anybody anything, wouldn’t pollute the air
or require a lot ot upkbep, gas, or insurance."
The COC would act as a clearinghouse to distribute the
bicycles to the 17 board and care houses it is now working
with, he said.
Murphy anticipates no problems with residents who
would ride the bikes. "Most of the people we get are
completely mobile, but house operators would determine
who could operate the bikes, since many of them are
heavily medicated or physically unable to handle
bicycles," Murphy said.
He added bicycle safety workshops would be set up for

oral arguments and briefs from both
sides, resulting in a decision."
The one-year delay announced by the
EPA "has just given us some breathing
space," Marston stated, "but it doesn’t
do away with the reason for the case."

Mage lawsuit
opens today
David Mage, SJSU assistant
professor of engineering, is initiating a
lawsuit against various SJSU and
California State University and
Colleges officials arising from his
participation in a 1969 teacher’s strike.
It will come to trial at 9:30 a.m. today in
the Santa Clara County Superior Court
Building.
Mage is suing SJSU President John
Bunzel, Chancellor Glen Durnke and
the CSUC Board of Trustees over his
claim that his 1969 participation in a
legally -sanctioned teacher’s strike
resulted in a series of discriminatory
actions by the SJSU administration,
and that the state college and university officials have denied him an appointment to associate professor.

Senate OKs Saxbe,
for attorney general
From the Associated Press
WASHINGTON - The Senate
yesterday approved the nomination of
Sen. William Saxbe, R-Ohio, as attorney general. He will be the fourth
attorney general to serve President
Nixon.
Saxbe, a former attorney general in
Ohio, will succeed Elliot Richardson.
who resigned Oct. 20 when he refused
Nixon’s order to fire special Watergate
prosecutor Archibald Cox. Solicitor
General Robert Bork has been serving
as acting attorney general. Earlier this
year Saxbe announced he would not
seek re-election next year.
Saxbe told reporters that he will
remain ill the Senate until Jan. 2. His
confirmation will leave the GOP short
of one senate seat.

riders and the CO(’ would ask the police department for
help to make sure bikes are licensed and have reflector
lights.
Joe Garcia, administrative assistant to the city
manager, said there has been no reaction yet to COC’s
request from either the council or the police chief and
finance director, who are investigating the plausibility of
the request.
"The city council is being approached by a number of
community and youth groups to give up their bicycles
along with the Community of Communities Project, so
they Police Chief and Finance Director Jean Morss will
have to give the matter complete review before recommending anything to the council," Garcia said.
Garcia said he had no idea if the recommendations
would be ready for tonight’s council meeting but that they
would probably be ready by the end of the year.

Editorial

Editorial

it our decision

No more, no less

Earlier this month, the Spartan Daily carried a pair of related articles
regarding the advance payments received by A.S. President Ruth
Leonard) and three others who served in the executive branch of A.S.
government.
In covering the stories, the Daily was somewhat puzzled by the lack of
concern among those who received "early money."
As times goes by, however, and as we continue to pore into this area, we
can now see why.
No Illegal act was actually committed by these student officers. Lying
beneath these disclosures of advance payments is the simple and embarrassing truth, that there is no written policy in the A.S. Business
Office ( ASBO) regulating these types of payments. The absence of such a
policy leaves it up to the ASBO manager whether to give money to a
student in advance of when he’s actually supposed to receive it.
So, as in the case of last year’s A.S. president, Dennis King was able to
receive a $500 check for the second month of his one-year term, rather
than the usual $250 monthly installment on his $3,000 scholarship. To
compensate, he took $225 payments for the remaining 10 months in his
term.
Leonardi’s case was somewhat different. As vice president-elect more
than a year ago, he had not yet officially taken office when he was given a
$150 loan from the ASBO, where A.S. scholarship monies are kept in a
special account.
Now, it is up to the campus to decide whether Leonard), King or anyone
olse who took a loan or advance payment was ethically wrong in doing so.
legally, it is not.
But what should be obvious to everyone is that this nebulous area cries
out for the formulation of a written policy.
A special A.S. task force, headed by A.S. Treasurer David Pacheco
who, ironically, was turned down this summer on his request for an
advance payment on his $2,400 scholarship), was created two months ago
with this specific purpose in mind.
The task force’s report is due tomorrow at the A.S. Council meeting. It
is our hope that Pacheco and his assistants have drawn up a clearcut,ironclad policy for the ASBO in this and any other related area that needs
similar attention.
To neglect this crucial yet undefined area of loans and advance
In a move last month, the Board
payments would serve only to perpetuate the possibility for loose ends of Trustees suspended an offtrui unaccounted sums in the ASBO financial records.
campus speaker policy in favor of
one less "distorted."
But what they fail to see is that
any policy whatsoever in this area
is a light but obviously "distorted"
play for control over the ideas to
which state college students are
exposed.
Both policies, new and old,
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require quarterly reports from the
college presidents in which
biographical information, amount
!Alive (I) (he FAlitor
of fees and subject matter of guest
speakers be supplied.
The only difference between the
two policies is that the prior one
required information only on
Thessalonica, exhorting them to speakers costing the student body
Editor:
$100 or more, while the present
Why must there always be "give thanks in everything!"
Give thanks when someone just system encompasses all speakers.
cynical, skeptical, disparaging,
The Board’s excuse for the
and derogatory editorials printed cheated me? Give thanks when the
within the pages of the Spartan leaders of our country are being modification came cloaked in
Daily? Can’t anything good come exposed as dishonest men? What liberal-sounding words of "fairwas his motive for encouraging ness," alleviation of "biased
out of San Jose State?
Granted, many scandals and people to keep a grateful attitude views," and search for "balance."
dishonest dealings have emerged and not to sling biting remarks at But what the board actually advocates is tighter control over the
recently within our country and their contemporaries?
He realized his God was in thoughts and ideas expressed on
even within our own community,
but is this any reason to crush our control and that his bitterness college campuses.
Although the board as yet has not
fellow human beings and rise up in against society and individuals
only illustrated his bitterness
bitterness’!
I realize Thanksgiving Day has against God; for he says in another
passed, but should it only be once a letter, "I acted hostile toward
year? Should we give lip-service to God." This man’s attitude changed
thanksgiving just one day out of from hostility and bitterness to a
365, and the rest of the time make love for people and gratitude; for
bitter retorts about the society in them and I can testify of that same
which we live, unaware that we too change.
The Spartan Daily will accept
Do we enjoy harboring bitterness letters or guest columns of any
are part of that society?
I cannot help but think about a and being derogatory instead of length from interested individual
man who lived some 2,000 years demonstrating compassion and on or off campus. For quick and
ago, whose name meant "Great thankfulness? We can adhere to full publication letters should be
Lion of God." He was as a roaring Paul the Apostle’s advice and keep limited to 10 inches, or about 350
lion, bitter and enraged over op- hostility to a minimum, or we can words. The editor reserves the
posing viewpoints, until he con- continue to trounce others and right to edit for taste, libel, space
fronted Jesus face-to-face. Years cause division and disunity among
later he penned a letter to some ourselves.
dear friends in the city of
Floyd Talbot

Recent action by the State University and Colleges Board of Trustees
will provide uhiversity vice presidents and academic deans a raise of 10.5
per cent over present salaries from an average of $33,332 per year to
about $37,000. Academic dean salaries will jump from an average of
$29,103 to about $32,000 per year.
The raise request was based on a survey of 16 comparable institutions
in the state. That survey found salaries for CSUC vice presidents about
7.5 per cent behind the state average, while academic dean’s pay lags 6.2
per cent behind the average.
Our main concern is that 10.5 per cent is too high a jump.
If a pay raise of 7.5 per cent will bring our vice presidents up to
average, then 7.5 per cent they should get, not 10.5 per cent. This should
also hold true for academic deans.
The trustees have asked the legislature to increase the CSUC budget
next year to cover the raises. However, it is probable the legislature will
not. Should state funding of the system remain at its present level next
year, which seems likely, the pay raises will mean less monies for lower
salaried positions on the system campuses.
It may be that the high increase is designed to account for the fluctuating cost of living expenses. However, if this is true, each and every
public worker in California should be eligible for a raise. To selectively
start at the top is unfair and a slap in the face to lower salaried and "dirty
work" employees, who are often underpaid and over worked.
We urge the legislature to cut back the 10.5 per cent increase request
into line with the state average. No more, no less.
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Kathy Rebell()
inflicted any subsequent censorship on the politics of subject
matter of any guest speakers, the
trend of its actions indicate that
this will be the inevitable outcome.
Already they have openly admitted that the underlying motive
for the policy change was the
desire for a better "balance" of
speakers on campus.
If this be so, then what alternative move could or would the
trustees make once they have
proven there is an unproportionate
number of speakers representing a
certain faction of the political
spectrum?
And, better yet, once the data is
compiled, by what criteria will
balance be defined? Who is to
define that criteria? Is it to be a
member of the Board or students
whose money is paying for the
speakers?
When all these questions have
been examined, there seems to be
but one glaring thought jutting
from its framework censorship.
Whether it’s justified censorship
or not, it an irrelevancy in this
case. Censorhip nonetheless is an
invasion of one’s rights.

Speak out!
or style. The editor also reserves
the right to cease publication on
topics he feels have been
exhausted.
Letters may be brought to the
Spartan Daily in JC 208 or sent care
of the Department of Journalism
SJSU, San Jose, Ca. 95192.

And censorhip, performed at a
level where it affects not only one’s
ideologies but dictates the mode in
which one’s money is spent, is a
blatant disregard of one’s freedom
of choice.
The end result is one big, fat
insult nonchalantly flung into the
student’s faces.

Letter to the Editor

’Only isolated evidence’
Editor:
The methodology used by Dr.
Robert E. Levinson in his reply to
Fouad Alkisswani’s article on the
Deir Yassin massacre of 1948,
makes us wonder how he got his
credentials as associate professor
in the History Department. Prof.
Levinson’s
main
historical
evidence was an isolated article
written by an obscure writer in a
questionable Jordanian newspaper
in 1955. With this evidence, Prof.
Levinson sets out to prove that the
Irgun (Israeli terrorist gang)
never intended to hurt the
population of Deir Yassin ( a
neutral Arab village where 150
men, women, and children were
massacred).
Prof. Levinson, would you as a
historian agree that Menachem
Begin’s, ( the head of the Irgun)
version of Deir Yassin might be
considered to be better evidence on
the case? In his book, "The Revolt
Story of the Irgun," Begin
demonstrates the importance of
the deliberate massacre of Dier
Yassin had to the creation of
Israel.
"Without Deir Yassin, there
would have been no Israel," and as
Begin boasted "of the about 800,000

’Sports deserve higher priority’
.1. Benton White, coordinator of
the religious studies program at
SJSU. served on the Athletics
Board from 1969 through Spring
semester of 1973. White, who has
been at SJSU since 1967, was
chairman of the board last year
and vice-chairman the previous
year.
A.S. President Rudi Leonardi’s
recent column on intercollegiate
athletics indicates review of that
program in 1971-72 fails in the
portion that deals with the role of
intercollegiate athletics on this
campus. As one who participated
in that review and helped to author
the final report, I would like to
respond.
Did deal with role
First of all, the report did deal
with the issues of role. What was
reported is that there are various
roles that the program can and
does assume. The reality that
everyone in the University does not
view the role of intercollegiate
athletics in the same light, nor is it
likely that this will ever happen,
was also acknowledged. It is fair to
say that there is no one basic role
concept agreed upon by all or
which guides the program. I am
not certain that is desirable,
although Mr. Leonardi seems to
think it is.

The question was asked, "What
does intercollegiate athletics
provide for the student body?" One
might point to the entertainment
value ( 5000 or more students at
each of the football games, 10002000 students at basketball games,
significant numbers at soccer,
gymnastics, baseball, etc.), or to
the opportunity for the students
with superior motor movement to
preform at a level to challenge
those skills.
I would hope that a physical
educator would respond in
relationship to academic excellence, but I cannot help but ask
what relationship the other
priorities mentioned Birth Control
Clinic, legal counseling, etc.) have
to do with academic excellence?
Why is that criteria applied to
athletics and not the others?
Alumni support
Space limitations frustrate my
desire to respond to other assertions. However, my current information tends to indicate that
successful athletic programs do
tend to bring more general alumni
support. The record of giving to
this University has always been
pathetic. The money raised by the
Spartan Foundation for athletics
has not taken money that was
previously going somewhere else.

There is no evidence that it has
taken money that would be
available for other sectors of the
University.
Students have indicated in polls
they do not want so much emphasis
on athletics, we are told. Which
students? Which polls? Conducted
under what circumstances? Two

./.

additions) it would cost 108 per cent
more in the later year. Students
need to know that since 1971 there
has been a steady decline in the
contribution of the Associated
Students to the programs of intercollegiate athletics and no
matter how much more has been
requested, less have given each

11 hue

Coordinator. Religious Studies

years ago a poll of students indicated just the opposite. A more
recent poll was conducted almost
in secret and I have never seen the
results.
Inflation has increased the cost
of Associated Students programs.
A recent national study of the cost
of
intercollegiate
athletic
programs has indicated that for a
program to have maintained the
level of its 1960 activity in 1970 ( no

year. (1971-72, $152,841; 1972-73,
$147,813.97; 1973-74 $129,748.13)
This is in line with a continued
growth in the student body and,
therefore, at least a small increase
in the total Associated Student
budget.
It is also a false assumption that
the university has not already
sought new ways to fund intercollegiate athletics. The only
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reason we still have a football team
is because the Spartan Foundation
assumed the financial responsibility in 1971. The only reason
that the remainder of our sports
programs have been able to
maintain themselves despite the
reductaion of Associated Student
funds in the past years is because
the Spartan Foundation has pitched in. Its capacities also have
limits and the $200,000 they raised
for our programs this year ( not
just football) probably represents
a figure near that limit.
One-sided view
I have no argument with Mr.
Leonardi’s setting or priorities and
attempting to gain support for
those. However, during the four
years I was on the athletics board
my greatest frustration was that
the other side of the picture never
seem to be articulated. Because I
believe that further reductions in
financial support from the
Associated Students will place the
entire intercollegiate athletics
program in jeopardy, I chose now
to speak. I value that program, and
I believe the large numbers of
students who attend our athletic
contests indicate by their presence
that they, too, value it. I hope that
those who do value it will begin to
speak out.

Arabs who lived in the present
territory of Israel, only some
165,000 are still there. The political
and economic significance of this
development can hardly be
overestimated."
In other words, Deir Yassin was
part of the tactic known as Plan D
whose aim was to create a mass
exodus of Palestinian Arabs so that
Israel could be established. The
present deputy minister of Israel,
Yigal Allon, described the tactic as
follows:
"I gathered all the Jewish
mukhtars, who have contact with
Arabs in different villages, and
ask them to whisper in the ears of
some Arabs that a great Jewish
reinforcement had arrived in
Galilee and that it is going to
burn all of the villages of Huleh.
They should suggest to the Arabs
as their friends to escape while
there was still time ... The tactic
reached its goal completely ...
The wide areas were cleared!"
And as Ben Gurion bluntly put it,
"The fewer Arabs living in the
Jewish state the better I would like
it."
The result of the exodus
triggered by Deir Yassin was that
the Zionists took over 388 Arab
towns and villages containing over
half the buildings in Palestine ir.
1948. More important, most of the
Arabs to whom all this belonged
have lived for the last 25 years in
refugee camps on a dole of 1,500
calories a day and without a penny
of compensation. Israel ignored the
scores of U.N. resolutions that
were passed since 1948 that called
for the return of the refugees to
their homes.
In 1967, after 20 years of
frustration
the
Palestinian
Resistance Movement was born.
The Palestinians learned that
armed struggle and a war of
national liberation was the only
path to the recovery of what was
rightfully theirs. The aim of the
Palestinian revolution is the
creation of a democratic secular
progres.jve state in Palestine in
the place of the racist Zionist
establishment that exists today
( Israel). There will be no peace in
the Middle East until this aim is
realized.
The Organization of Arab
Students would like to point out
that Fouad Alkisswani speaks for
himself and does not represent the
organization. In this letter we were
mainly interested in rectifying
Levinson’s misrepresentation of
the facts of history in his attack on
Alkisswani. We would also like to
see the Department of History reexamine Dr. Levinson’s capacity
to understand and interpret
historical events.
Organization of Arab Students
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Projected student decrease by ’78

Reductions chop faculty
By Paula Dorian
Last of two parts
Faculty cutbacks have
taken their course, affecting
many of the departments on
the SJSU campus. The
problems in these overcrowded departments are
increasing even though the
SJSU
administration
predicts a "no growth"
situation is not far away.
"By 1978-79, there will be a
decrease
in
student
enrollment because of a
decrease in age population,"
said
Academic
Vice
President Hobert Burns.
It seems people have
stopped having children. The
problem, Burns explained, is
"Will the enrollment drop
sooner than we think it
will?"
In the past, student full
time
enrollment
was
projected at a rate of increase of 500 students per
year. Now it is projected at
only 400 new students per
year.
The full time enrollment
figures for 1980 will increase
from this year’s enrollment
by only 2,800 students.
Students are often accepted to SJSU and do not
get into their major
department for two and
three
semesters.
The
registrar’s office has a
policy of accepting more
students then the university
can absorb, for two reasons.
The university assumes
that almost half of those
students who apply to SJSU
will either drop out or won’t
show. There is also a law in

the State Education Code
that sets standards for the
state universities. If applicants qualify by those
standards
then
the
university must accept
them.
If SJSU can declare a
certain area or department
as an impacted one, then the
university can re -direct

"People are turned away
for three or four semesters
and I get calls from students
from all over the nation
begging me to let them in our
department," explained
Cutting. "but we don’t have
the faculty or the facilities to
let them in."
The
Department
of
Edueation lost four faculty

Fixed number of seats
those students to other state
universities. Or SJSU could
accept a limited number of
students though quota imposition.
An impacted department
is one that can not take any
more students because of
lack of room or faculty.
SJSU has the only
Therapy
Occupational
Department (0.T.) in the
entire California State
University system. There
are only two other schools in
California which even offer
the program and they are in
Los Angeles.
This fall, there were twice
as many admissions given as
the O.T. quota stated, on the
assumption that half the
applicants would not show.
"Well, 84 students showed
and we asked for 45,"
Department
Chairwoman
Doris Cutting said. As a
consequence, out of those
who were admitted, over
half of them didn’t get into
any beginning courses.

positions this fall which
resulted in turning away
hundreds of fully qualified
students.
The education block will
accept 146 of the 365 students
who applied for the spring
semester. All applicants are
screened on a criteria of
GPA and experience.
"Many professors have
over 100 students to counsel
aside from their teaching
loads," said Dr. Donald Lou,
department chairman.
The Home Economics
Department has as many
students on the waiting list
for classes as they have in
the classes themselves.
"We have more students
than faculty to teach the
courses and must either
prepare more tewthers or

The Disabled American Veterans (DAV) will have
representatives in the S.U. Almaden Room today from 130 to
3 p.m. to assist veterans with administrative problems they
may be having with their records.
The assistance is also available to dependents and war
orphans.
The process involves granting the power of attorney to the
DAV, who can then pull an individual’s file from the Veterans
Administration and clear up whetever problems exist.
Tom Alvarado, who recently resigned from the Office of
Veterans Affairs, said the DAV has an outstanding track
record in cutting through red tape.
He said he hopes veterans who are having problems with
their educational assistance checks will take this opportunity
to get their records straight.
Recently appointed as special assistant on minority affairs
to the vice president of the National Association of Concerned
Veterans, Alvarado brought the DAV representatives to the
campus today. He said if the response to this assistance is
good, the program may be brought to the campus on a continuing basis.

Eco-highlighis

Smog or gas?
About 100 million gallons of gasoline could be saved next
year in California if the controversial auto smog control
device is not installed on 4.5 million 1966-70 cars, the staff of
the state Air Resources Board ( ARB) said yesterday.
The staff recommended the installation of the device be
delayed for one year because of the urgency of the energy
crisis, resulting in conservation of the 100 million gallons.
But the price paid for that gasoline saving would be at the
expense of allowing 180 tons of nitrogen oxides to be released
into the atmosphere per day, the ARB report stated.
The staff recommendation to delay the smog control
program is on tomorrow’s agenda for action by the ARB. The
staff report seemed to indicate a high probability the
program would be delayed.
If the ARB fails to act on the program, mandatory installation of the smog device would begin Jan. 1.
iiiOniQva§its
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The Christmas season at the post office in Christmas, Fla.,
is not as bocming this year as it has been in the past.
And according to the town’s postwoman, it’s due largely to
the energy crisis.
Mailings are down about one-third from last year’s total,
said Postwoman Juanita Tucker.
"I guess we’re down because people this year have so
many things on their minds, especially this energy crisis,"
Tucker said.
Every year the community is normally bombarded with
letters, gares and packages to be stamped for Christmas
mailing with a green-ink postal stamp reading, "Christmas,
Fla. 32709."
But people haven’t driven to the town this year with the
bundles of mail they used to cart to the post office there.
"Some of our regular customers who have driven over
from Miami, Jacksonville and other parts of the state with
huge mailings didn’t come this year," she said.

suggested.
The Biological Science
Department has grown at a
steady rate since 1970.
Student-faculty ratio is one
professor to 17 students.
"I’ve had to turn down
staff from the chancellor’s
office because I can’t use the
staff at the last minute,"
said Dr. Joseph Young,
department chairman.
Each
biology
class
corresponds
with
a
laboratory session. The
beginning courses are impacted because there are
only a set number of seats in
the labs.
Even if Dr. Young receives
more positions he can’t use

in the department to take
those jobs.
"fhere are twice as many
students who would like to
take classes but. can’t get in
because of a lack of faculty,"
Dr.
Howard
Decker,
department chairman noted.
In the Fall of 1972, 475
undergraduate majors were
accepted to the Art department. The final assigned
quota for the Spring
semester 1974 is 250, almost
half the enrollment.
The Art Department is
impacted due to insufficient
funds, faculty and facilities.
The department will be able
to handle additional students
in the future as soon as the

People turned away
them because of limited
facilities.
"If there are 20 seats in a
laboratory, there can only be
20 students in that class,"
explained Dr. Young.
The Industrial Studies
Department has not received
additional staff since 1967,
and the problem continues.
There is a surplus of jobs for
industrial studies majors yet
there aren’t enough students

number of graduating
students is determined.
As the
story goes,
Environmental Studies will
only be accepting 40 additional students in the
Spring.
"I had to submit a quota
for Fall 1974 and I don’t know
how many new faculty we’ll
have until next May," said
Dr.
Donald
Anthrop,
chairman. "I can under or

over estimate completely
and I don’t see the point," he
continued.
The department is having
problems
accomodating
students who want to come
into the department because
of the preliminary estimated
enrollment data.
Dean Robert Moore, of the
School of Applied Arts and
Sciences, summed it up like
this. "There’s probably not
one department on campus
who couldn’t use more
faculty or facilities.
"We’re riding on a wave,
with an interest on career
education," Dean Moore
said. There are more
students in higher education
who are interested in
programs described as
career programs, meaning
they want to be employable
upon graduation, he explained.
The
Journalism,
Chemistry, Nursing and
Speech Pathology departments are all facing the
same problems:
overcrowded classrooms, impaction and lack of faculty
and facilities.
The outcome might be,
"Not every person is going to
be able to get into his area or
subject of choice," Dean
More contended.

Yule party
on campus
A Christmas party open to
the entire campus will be
held Thursday from 4 to 7
p.m. in the A.S. Offices, third
level of the Student Union.
The executive branch of
the A.S. government and
A.S. council members will be
present to meet with the
student body, according to
Dennis Manning, assistant
A.S. personnel officer.

TMETIIER BEAD CRAFT
Make your own gifts. S2 off on S5 bead purchase
with this ad. Also rugs, tapestries, and imports.
60 E. San Fernando, San Jose. Phone 293-5754

"Following
someone
around for two hours not only
ties me to one individual, but
keeps me from watching
others," explained Morris.
The Spartan Bookstore has
no set pattern for handling
student offenders. In some
cases, the student is turned
over to the dean of students,
while in other cases a hard
line is taken.
Punishment differs
"If it is obvious to me that
this is the first time an individual
has
stolen
something, I’ll take a different measure than I would
for someone who I think has
stolen before," Morris explained.
Usual policy for offenders
is to cite them. This citation
is an arrest and the offender
must appear in court. The
bookstore is taking a hard
line with offenders now,
according to Wineroth,
unless the item is very, very
minor.
The bookstore has also put
up signs telling students that
plainclothes policemen are
roaming the store looking for

shoplifters.
Others watch too
Morris may be the only
professional
policeman
watching out for shoplifters.
Rut all employees are expected to watch out. Morris
has even trained a few of
them. When Morris works,
he generally watches for
someone who picks up the
small items. When the item
is covered with the hand,
Morris then starts suspecting. He will generally give
the potential offender two
opportunities to hide the
item on himself before
giving up and figuring that
the suspect is not planning to
steal the item.
Book, records popular
There is no set pattern of
shoplifters, but mostly they
steal
books,
records,
magazines and ’anything
else they feel they need,’
Wineroth said.
"Sometimes, you’ll see
someone try and steal a book
and it’s so obvious that you
can see the outline of the
book," he continued.

Shoplifting is a main
concern of Wineroth because
the bookstore doesn’t allow
for shoplifting losses like
most large stores do. Many
department stores raise
prices to cover what they
expect to lose to shoplifters,"
Wineroth explained.
The bookstore carries
false arrest insurance in
case a person who hasn’t
shoplifted is picked up.
However, there have been no
such lawsuits.
A ’thrill’
"Many of the shoplifters
do it for the thrill," said
Morris. "Nine of the 10
people I pick up have the
money to pay for the item.
They’ve heard the bookstore
is an easy placc to rip-off so
they try it."
Wineroth added to Morris’
comment
saying,
"Shoplifters actually cited
must appear in court and are
not just slapped on the wrist
by the administration. We’re
picking them up and the
word is out that we
prosecute."

CS IS

BLACK
PRE -MEDICAL
CLUB meets at 7:30 p.m. in
the Black Studies Building.
TOMORROW
WORCHEERLEADER
KSHOP will be held at 7 p.m.
in WPE 128.
SJSU SIERRA CLUB meets
at 7:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Pacifica room. The intercity
outings program and the
New Year’s car camp in
Yosemite will be discussed.
Non-members are welcome.
HANGLIDING
and
Skydiving Films will be
presented at 12:30 p.m. in the
S.U. Calaveras room.
THURSDAY
CONCERT: New College
will present a dance concert
at 7 : 30 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Admission is
free.

/ CAMPUS
INSURANCE
SERVICE

IF YOU TOO ARE RATIONING...
THE LOWEST RATES ON YOUR CAR
OR MOTORCYCLE, COME SEE US.
404 S. Third St.
289 8681
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- For information and reserve110,15 mail this ad, phone or
? stop by and ask Barbara
I. Nevins at Student Services
? West 235 East Sante Clara
11 Street, Suite 710, San Jose,
? California 95113, or call
; 287-8240

111 the alternatives LefoEr’eyOr.
Pl u
Idecide to go home this
Christmas,
New York
? Flight c 523 American Airlines 707 Dec 23, return
I Jan 2 9175
$189/1..A179
I Charter flights avail II able only to students,
faculty, staff and thelr
immediate families of
San Jose State Urn. versity.
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Foxy Lady
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Malibu Media
I ody of Calif.
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San Jose Ca. 275-9065
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Spartaguide
TODAY
FANTASY FAIRE featuring
the sale of Christmas gift
items continues today
through Friday in the
Student Union.
MARIJUANA COALITION
meets at 2 p.m. in the S.U.
Guadalupe room.
NEW COLLEGE SEMINAR
on "Alternative Energy" at
9:30 a.m. in the Hoover Hall
Lounge.
The SJSU
CONCERT:
Chorus and Glee Club will
perform at 8:15 p.m. in the
SJSU
Concert
Hall.
Admission is free.
DEPARTPHILOSOPHY
MENT Pre -Registration
begins today in Philosophy
Department office and will
continue through Jan. 11.
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AMERICAN COPY
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273 E. San Fernando
next to Peanuts
295-7778
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Imall taxes, Fare may vary
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IF Passengers travelling Aircraft are B707 or DC8 lets
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shoplifitng losses cut by half
By Debbie Carvalho
Shoplifters usually cost the
Spartan Bookstore about
$15,000 annually, but with the
addition of a security officer
last semester, arrests are up
and losses are down.
The approximate two per
cent loss of total sales from
the store due to pilferage has
dropped to one per cent
primarily due to the hiring of
an off-duty San Jose
policeman, according to
Harry Wineroth, Spartan
Shops, Inc. manager.
"We’re seeing less empty
little cartons like toothpaste
tubes missing from their
boxes and things like that,"
Wineroth said.
Surprise hours
Looking like a student,
Jack Morris, the roving
security guard,
works
flexible hours day and night
to keep a surprise element.
"I don’t even know when
he comes in except when I
see him walking around the
store," Wineroth said.
Morris, who dresses like
any student, has made 27
arrests this semester and 16
the last half of last semester
However, at the beginning
of each semester, Morris
usually warns those he
suspects of shoplifting instead of citing them.
An easy ripoff
"This way, the word gets
out that the bookstore isn’t
the easiest place to rip-off,"
said Morris.
Also, if he sees someone
put something in his pocket ,
he’ll sometimes tell him to
take it out rather than follow
him around the store for
hours.
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Bookstore hires plainsclothesman,

Reps available
for disabled vets

eliminate students," Dr.
Elveda Smith, department
chairwoman stated.
Dr. Smith is concerned
about her students becoming
numbers instead of individuals. "Students get
caught in the middle and
that’s not what an education
should be," she said.
In the fall of 1973, the
Administration of Justice
Department’s lower division
quota was closed seven
months early and their upper
division quota was filled
three months in advance of
the set expiration date.
As a result, hundreds of
students were rejected and
redirected to other schools
and not one junior was able
to register for one single
class in that department.
The justice department
has been considered an
impacted department for
two years and is not accepting any juniors for the
spring semester.
Dr. Harry More, justice
department chairman is
underusing his facilities
because of a lack of faculty.
Student, faculty ration has
increased considerably since
1967 to one professor to 21.86
students.
"In order to maintain a
quality of education the
student, faculty ratio should
be about 16.9," Dr. More
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Nuclear power given priority
By Joe Fisher
The full operation of 21
additional nuclear power
plants in the next year is one
energy crisis solution that
Dixy Lee Ray, chairman of
the Atomic Energy Commission ( AEC) has announced as a priority goal.

The new AEC chairman
projects that in the year 2000
there will be 1000 plants
operating at about 1000
megawatts apiece, which
means one of these plants
will be able to supply the
entire electrical -power
needs of a large American
city.

With 37 plants now supplying almost five per cent of
this country’s electricity,
Ray is heading a program to
cut time necessary to review
and build much -needed
nuclear reactors. President
Nixon requested this in his
recent energy message.

Through standardization
of plant design, the use of
pre -approved plant sites,
and review of alternative
types of licensing, the AEC
hopes to reduce the completion time of these plants
from 10 to si. years.

In a recent U.S. News and
World Report interview, Ray
said, "We are moving as
expeditiously as possible
in making adjustments in the
licensing process which can
be made without compromising our rigid standards of safety."
But public protests have
caused delays in atomic
energy plant production, she
said.
"Like sewage treatment
plants, everybody knows we
need them, but nobody wants
one nearby."
As a result of the Calvert

Cliffs decision in 1971, in
which a court ruled the
agency was responsible not
only for radiological effects
from the reactors, but also
thermal and aesthetic
factors, Ray said the AEC
program was delayed 17
months.
The AEC had to reorganize
completely to provide a
response to the requirements
of the National Environmental Protection Act of
1969.
"The public is just now
beginning to understand
what the delay cost in terms
of lost energy sources," Ray

said.
In a recent speech, the
chairman said the energy
shortage has sped up the
process of atomic energy
production. People are
beginning to realize that
fossil fuels can’t be wasted,
Ray said, and that nuclear
power can be used to
produce electricity.
"It is a waste to use either
natural gas or oil when one
has alternatives," she
emphasized.
As to the safety record of
nuclear plants, Ray said no
one has ever been injured in
the operation of a corn-

mercial plant from exposure
to radioactive material.
Since 1942 there have been
seven radiation -caused
deaths in AEC-operated
plants.
Ray said headway is being
made in the development of
the fast breeder reactor,
which generates more
nuclear fuel than it consumes. The first large-scale
demonstration plant is being
planned at Oak Ridge,
Tenn., but it will be another
10 years before such breeder
reactors are ready for
commercial use.
There has also been a lot of

interest in solar and
geothermal energy, but Ray
said she doesn’t think they
will be major contributors to
our energy supply for a good
many years.
"Then, of course, there’s
fusion what powers the sun
and stars," said Ray. She
said it’s a matter of taking
hydrogen atoms under high
temperatures and fusing
them together to make
helium. This process will be
perfected in fusion reactors
and will emit much less
radioactivity than fission
(atom-splitting), according
to Ray.
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old folks need heat?
Local doctors disagree

Do

By Debbie Tennison
While lowering thermostats to 68
degrees may be a good energy conservation measure which most people can
adapt to, it may have damaging effects for
elderly people.
This was the finding of a recent survey of
15 area doctors and nurses who voiced
medical opinions relating lower temperatures to health.
Although in his energy address
President Nixon said his doctor believes
people will be healthier at 68 degrees, a
Bethany Convalescent Hospital administrator does not think this applies to
the elderly.
"My people are already cold at 72
degrees because of their inactivity,"

Marion Brain said.
She warned that turning thermostats
down to 68 degrees could negatively affect
the health of her elderly patients.
"As a result of being cold," she continued, "they will have more digestive
problems than they already have." Brain
said this is because when patients are cold,
they won’t sleep well, and therefore won’t
eat well, and their resistance to illness will
be down.
Agreeing with Brain was Martha Thies,
director of nursing for Crestwood Manor,
who said, "Many of the older patients are
really cold and will need it warmer than 68
to be comfortable.
"If they are uncomfortable and cold,
they may be more susceptible to disease.
This is because it would affect their whole

outlook - they might become irritated as a
result of being cold."
Thies commented on President Nixon’s
suggestion to lower thermostats, saying,
"I don’t see how they can apply it to
everyone."
She said the thermostat was lowered to
68 in some rooms of her convalescent
hospital, "but patients complained so we
turned it up." She stressed she will set
temperatures to suit patients.
Dr. Gerald Turley, associate director of
SJSU’s Health Center, was also sympathetic to older persons’ reactions to cold,
and commented, "Maybe an old, old
person might be uncomfortable."
However, he added that most other
people can adjust, citing examples of
healthy people living in the tropics and at
Point Barrow, Alaska.
"I don’t know the cold hurts anyone, but
I’ve never read it makes people
healthier," he said.
One San Jose doctor, however, thinks
people will be healthier at lower temperatures. Dr. H. Lloyd Alexander said
this is because, "They will do things they

238-0440

wouldn’t do before - walk more, get more
exercise, do things around the house, do
things with hand tools rather than with
power tools.
"And they will eat differently, therefore
be healthier."
Another reason people may be healthier
in cooler buildings, Dr. Charles L. Weidner
of Santa Clara said, is they won’t become
dehydrated in the winter as a result of
overheating their homes.
Karin Goodman, a San Jose doctor,
questioned whether cooler temperatures
will affect peoples’ health, stressing that it
depends on the people.
"They will need to learn to adapt," she
said. "People already adapted to going out
into the cold from a warm place would
adapt better. It’s better to not feel cold all
the time, but if it were colder everywhere,
it might be easier to adapt."
Stressing that people in colder climates
know better how to cope with cold, another
San Jose doctor, Charles W. Cogar, said,
"I don’t think the temperature people
have to exist in has a lot to do with their
health if they are sensible about it."
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Commentary
is obscurred by a myriad of
technological jargon and
mired in a flurry of ineffectual legislation. Naturally
the American public has
come to a million conclusions as to what should be
done.
And as H.L. Mencken,
deceased author, critic and
journalist once pointed out,
"For every problem there is
a solution; simple, neat ...
and wrong."
The public’s confusion can
be attributed to the battle of
rhetoric between the environmentalists, the electric
utilities industry, and their
loosely affiliated allies, the
governmental regulatory
agencies.
Each faction has its own
ideals ) for a solution.
However, most of these
solutions fall short of the
mark because they are
either emotionally based or
strictly one-sided.
Environmental groups,
like the Sierra Club, say
conservation of our present
resources is the solution.
They believe that further
construction of new types of
power
plants
is
unneccessary and, in the case
of nuclear plants, too
dangerous.
Other groups like the
Union of Concerned Scientists, want to halt construction of nuclear plants
until more is known about
them.
Like
the
environmentalists they say
that these types of plants are
too dangerous to fool around
with.
Meanwhile, the utilities
continue under the motto,
"Build we must."
And the American public

prehend what our technology
has brought us - not the
utilities, not the environmentalists, and certainly not the lay public.
Geothermal power
Geothermal
power
provides
yet
another
possibility for curbing the
crisis. It is cheap, usually
The opponents of nuclear efficient and provides an
powered generating plants essentially unlimited supply
( environmentalists and the of power.
Experts disagree on just
UCS) have labeled the plants
as potential doomsday what the facts are about this
machines. They present the area, however. Spokesmen
idea that one small accident for Pacific Gas and Electric
could
release
enough Company say geothermal
radiation into the at- power will never be a
mosphere to wipe out life in a significant factor in the
crisis while scientists state it
60-mile radius.
That assumption is based will be invaluable.
But, even the scientific
on a study of nuclear power
plants
done
by
the community is not sure just
Some
Brookhaven National how invaluable.
Laboratories in New York in scientists state geothermal
the mid 1950s. The findings power has the potential of
showed that the plants did providing up to 50 per cent of
indeed have a highly this country’s need while
others will say only 10 per
dangerous potential.
However, it is rarely cent.
Unfortunately, at the rate
pointed out by the environmentalists that the current research programs
Brookhaven scientists did in this area are progressing,
not take into account any of it is doubtful, geothermal
the safety features inherent plants will ever be of much
consequence.
in present day reactors.
The
only
type
of
plant
in
In a study compiled by the geothermal
Aerojet Nuclear Co., the operation today is powered
Atomic Energy Commission by underground steam. Even
and the Oakridge National the scientific community and
Laboratory in February utilities agree that there are
1971, it was reported that not enough natural steam
predicting the effectiveness fields in this country to meet
of the safety systems was present expectations.
Still in the experimental
"beyond
the
present
capability of engineering stages are generators using
science."
magma (hot liquid unStill
unresolved
are derground rock) and hot
questions about the affects of springs water. It seems in
thermal pollution on the these areas that there is the
environment of our oceans greatest potential. But they
and inland bodies of water, are only experimental and
and on the potential danger for the present, seem
to human life from radiation destined to stay that way.
The federal government
leaks from nuclear plants.
The utilities seem content and the utilities have decided
to put all their chips on triedto ignore these issues.
At this time, we do not and-true
methods
of
have the ability to corn- geothermal
power
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Unfortunately, it would
cost approximately $100,000
per kilowatt (KW) to pay for
the cost of materials,
building and maintenence as
opposed to $250 per KW for a
nuclear plant.
As in the case of
geothermal power, there are
a number of experimental
methods for converting solar
energy into electricity. All of
them costly and presently
lacking funds for further
development.
The utilities and the
governmental agencies are
afraid to invest time and
money in to areas of high
potential but little knowledge
and the environmentalists
because of their seemingly
overwhelming hate for the

are
’establishment
unknowingly blocking at-
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School district cuts power
The San Jose Unified
School District is cutting
electrical
power
consumption 10 to 12 per cent,
according to Charles Schmale, assistant superintendent for the district.
Schmale said the district
the
has
implemented
following measures:
All thermostats have
been turned down to a
maximum of 68 degrees;
Teachers have been
instructed to turn out lights
when leaving the classroom;
Custodians have been
directed to light one room at
a time when maintaining
facilities.
Schmale also said the
district is planning to install
in
photo-electric cells
hallways to automatically
um off daytime lights on
weekends.

It will cost the district
about $1,000 to equip schools
with the timers, but Schmale
said the district will save
about 10 per cent on its
$600,000 annual utility bill.

WATERBED SALE
10% 20%
SAVINGS
,
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San Jose Water Beds will give you the best prices
on complete waterbeds and accessories.

I

King Size Bed

20% TO 40%
DISCOUNT

SAN JOSE CAMERA
245 So. First 295-8591

A.S. COMMITTEE
POSITIONS STILL
OPEN

Reg $64.95

SALE $58.95

San Jose Water Beds will give you Walnut Stained frame,
5 yr guar, Mattress foam pad, fitted safety liner, hardware

King Size Bed

Reg $149.95

SALE $ 1 29.95

Walnut Stained frame with pedestal, 3 yr guar heater and A
thermostat, 5 yr guarmattress, fitted safety liner, hardware

Nikon Minolta Canon
Leica Hasselblad Omega
Kodak Bole), Mamiya
Rolleitlek Beseler

’ Student Union Board of Governors
’Judiciary
’Campus Planning
’Registration Committee
’Student Financial
’Foreign Student Advisory
’Improvement of Instruction
’Continuing Education
. Undergraduate Studies

I

Campbell -1940 South Bascom Boulevard, 1330 Camden
Mountain View -383 Castro Street San Jose -935 South
First Street, 1401 South Winchester, 2844 Story Road, 925
Meridian Avenue, 702 North Fourth, 902 East Santa Clara
Santa Clara -75 Saratoga, 2525 El Camino
Redeemable only at participating !outlaw.

HEATER with Vori Control
144.95 SALE 139.95

Reg.

SAN JOSE WATER BED CO.
998-3137
454 W. Santa Clara
111101111.1111P-

WHAT YOUR A.S.
OFFERS YOU!

A.S. Business OfficeHealth Insurance Tickets,
Check cashing under 815
NOTARY PUBLIC -277-2731
ASS11( !ATLI)
LEGAL COUNSELING -277-2731
STUDENTS
Consumer aidcar pools -277-3201
Programingevents & speakers -277-3201

’Plus Others
293-4900

9th & Santa Clam

generation. If those methods
fall short (as it appears they
will), the enormous potential
of geothermal power will be
thrown by the wayside.
Solar power
Solar power has been
touted as probably the
greatest potential source of
energy in the world. In the
June, 1973 edition of
Environment magazine, an
article on solar energy
stated that enough sunlight
falls on 400 square miles of
desert every day to satisfy
this country’s energy needs.
And we probably have the
technological know-how to
build a plant of this
generating capacity.

I

II
Wchndz
iI
1973 -I

Id9

Electricity alternatives ’obscured’
demands new sources of
power as soon as possible.
So far, of all the recent
ideas for alternate power
sources only three have
remained as viable, large
scale solutions to the crisis;
solar, geothermal and
nuclear power.

0I

IWhen you just can’t face another burger, come to Der
Wienerschnitzel and try a chili-cheese not-a-burger.
And don’t forget to bring along this coupon. It’ll get
I you one free chili-cheese not-a-burger with the one you
I buy. One coupon per customer.

Possible solutions detailed

By Lou Covey
The most confusing aspect
of the omnipresent energy
crisis is that of electrical
energy generation. This area

I

1’

further Information A Applications come to A.S. Office,
1For
3rd floor Student Union or call 277-3201Ask for Al Farley

PEER DROP -IN CENTER Diablo
Rm, Student Union
Experimental College -277-3201
A.S. Print Shop-1st floor Student Union
Open Student Council Meeting-3:00 PM Wednesdays
Council Chambers
A.S. OfficeExecutive Officers, Student Council,
Academic Council-277-3201
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Entertainment
Polland talented
although weak
By Kathy Rebello
She looked and acted like a
young nervous girl doing her
first gig, but by the end of the
night she came off like a pro.
Pamela Polland, folk-rock
singer, began her performance at the Joint Effort
Coffeehouse Friday night in
a maze of ineptitude.
Bad tinting, undisciplined
vocals, weak instrumental
accompaniment and embarrassed giggles outweighed whatever musical
ingenuity she possessed.
But, luckily for her and for
those present, the night was
broken with a set performed
by Cris Williamson, another
folk-rock singer, whose
strong voice and assured
manner not only encouraged
the audience but Polland
also.
By the time the two women
performed together
everyone was synchronized.
Polland’s delicate soprano
complimented
beautifully
the strong huskiness of
Williamson as did their
opposite personalities.
The audience broke out
into constant whistles and
clapping as the two moved
from one big hit to another in
their catalogue of "biggies"
over the past years.
The Rolling Stones "I am
Waiting" was perhaps their
crowning accomplishment
that night. As momentum in

Marty Gatewood Hoff

Stephanie Jack, Ota, and Danili Cruz

Black women
study selves
By Kyle Clark
"The power of love is greater than the love of power."
This was one of the concluding statements made Friday
night at "Four Women," a presentation of the images of the
Black Woman through monolog, poetry, song, and dance in
the S.U. Ballroom.

Mike Russell

the song gathered, Polland
finally broke loose and in a
high-pitched shreak smother
melody
whatever
Williamson was carrying.
This was just a sliver of
what was to come from
Polland.
Later,
when
Williamson broke one of her
guitar strings in a frenzied
song, Polland continued the
show singing an old English
ballad, "Lark in the Morning,"
without
accompaniment.
And, when Williamson
repeated the accident on
another string, Polland
came through with a
haunting song performed in
an Indian dialect.
What a surprise, not only
was she versatile, but she’s
talented.

On Campus
Choral presentation
SJSU choral groups will
present a free program of
Christmas music tonight at
8:15 in the Concert Hall of
the music building.

Behind her two other members of the cast prepared for
their roles. Stephanie Jack turned her red 1930s style dress
into that of a prostitute’s by unbuttoning quite a few buttons
and taking off her mink stole. She paced the state and yelled
’Hey! Lavin’ is my game!" And although she smiled and
cracked jokes she also let the audience know she was
unhappy by the career she had to turn to.

The University Chorus,
directed by Dr. Tikey Zes,
the University Glee Club,
directed by Donald Haneke,
and the Camerata Singers
will perform. A brass ensemble will also play.

Behind her shuffled Damali Cruz clutching her stomach in
a bent over position. She obviously was the street junkie. "I
haven’t been feeling too good lately," she told the audience,
"But I’ve been tryin’ to get my shit together." And she
coughed and sputtered and was very convincing in her
discomfort.

Ossegn.::"

One-act plays
An evening of studentdirected one-act plays will
open tomorrow at 8 p.m. in
building’s
drama
the
showcase Theater ( room
226).

The most enjoyable part of the show was when the women
were the happiest - when they were in Africa living the
culture they wanted to and doing the things that made them
happy. The show was written and coreographed by Halifu
(Janis Miller) a jazz dance and improvision instructor at San
Francisco State University. Her talent was evident
throughout the show, and particularly in the African scenes
when the women stomped, but gracefully in unison, and
dressed like African tribeswomen.

The three productions are
Noel Coward’s "Fumed
Oak," Jean-Claude van
Italie’s "Interview" and
Israel Horovitz’s "Rats."
Repeat performances are

LITTER IS A RAP
IN AMERICA’S FA
AND YOURS.

Thursday and Friday at 8
p.m., with a Thursday
matinee at 3:30 p.m.
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auditions for
percussionist
Auditions for Principle
Percussionist with the San
Francisco Symphony
Orchestra will be heard
Thursday and Friday, Jan.
10 and 11, 1974.
applications
Written
should be sent to Verne M.
Sellin, 107 War Memorial
Veteran’s Building, San
Francisco, Calif. 94102.
be
will
Candidates
required to perform excerpts
on a broad repetoire. No solo
work. Audition on tympani is
optional.
This position is an immediate vacancy.

Of noteworthy significance
was the lighting, designed by
Peggy Stover, in this and
following performances.
Under crimson and purple
hues the casts’ faces came to
life as an expression of the
pain, joy or sorrow depicted.
"Caucasian
Medley,"
choreographed by Graham
Hempel, was comprised of
three dances common of the
ethnic groups in the
Caucasus Mountains. These
authentic dances intrigued
the audience, as the women
looked like dolls on rollers,
skating across the stage.
Brian Mac VVhinney and
Timothy Thomas danced on
toes and knees in the
exhilarating, "Kartuli" and
"Lezghinka," thrilling all
with every move.
A
minor
flaw
in
"Caucasian
Medley,"
however, was the inconsistency in eye contact
between partners and the
expressions on the women’s
faces.
Dancer Craig Kagel
projected himself above and
beyond all, participating in a
majority of the selections.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
GUYS AND GALS! Join a college age
BALLET class at Eufrazia School or
Ballet
Basic "technique" for
beginning dancers Small classes
individual
attention
Beverly
Eutraba Grant. Dir 241 1300
GIRLS: For photographic nude figure
models Must be cute All Six in good
taste No cheesecake or porn $10 per
session, more if pix are sold. send
measurements, age. snapshot of
face to R W. Kingman, 3005 Post
wood Dr Si , 95132
SINGLES
WORKSHOP,
Cow
munication Sell Awareness Fri 8
pm, Dec
lath, Sequoia Growth
Center, 1208 Martin Ave. S.J 288
8075
"ALOHA, KAMAAINA SENIORS!"
For free information on lob OP
portunities
in
Hawa..
after
graduation
write to
Karnaaina
Career Opportunity Day, Box 9668,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96820
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AMERICAN
SINGLES
tonight
Community Workshop
ALCOHOL -OUR
BIGGEST
DRUG PROBLEM
in Sunnyvale

Phone 965-8459
for recorded information.

24 HOUR

SERVICE

00’41

BLACK 6. WHITE
DEVELOPING 6 PRINTING
KOOACHAOME MOVIES

PHOTOGRAPHIC

SON REDWOOD AVE
4)9 UNIVERSITY AVE

665 Ist DOWNTOWN SAN LOSE
1084 LINCOLN AVE WILLOW GLEN

SAN 10SE
PALO AM

EARN TO
SKYDIVE
FREE
ORIENTATION

STUDENT RATE

$40.00
ideas galore.

SAN CARLOS AIRPORT
OFFER EXPIRES JAN. 23,’74

falcon
parachute
& bang

fragrances from Hawaii.
num a coeval maim,

SLIDES

California’s Oldest Camera Shop
4 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

including all the popular

CALL US

SAN Yell-Wee/a/me et SWaw
PHONE 2444337

Across front Ire. Markel

592-2220

gliding

school

it

WATERBEDS
Grand
opening
special. complete king sire waterbed
with pedestal frame, heater
and
thermostat Reg $148 now only 5115
Discount prices on other Waterbeds
Downtown Waterbeds,
Accesspries
116 W ’San Carlos. 287 2000

SAVE 5400. 2 Teac 6010 tape decks I
never used, other in xlent conc.
Asking 5450 & 5350 resp 226 9580

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 40( per
Pound Any amount Phone 293 2954

MEN & WOMEN DRIVERS for ’Cr
candy, koll drink route.
cream
Arrange a work schedule corn
parable with class schedule 30 to 50
per cent comm Tropical Ice Cream
4220

PISCEAN &CO. has some of the nicest
Stoles for your complete waterbed
needs FACTORY DIRECT to you,
complete healed king size bed as low
1 331 N tot
as $103 Pour locations
2
287 7030 2 1528 W San Carlos 294
14S5 3 Cupertino K Mart Cntr 1001
Sara, Sunnyy’le Rd 996 1413
Oakrtage Mall on Blossom Hill Rd
725 8371
TOOLSr. ALL NEW! Skill saw. *Cod
lathe leen swing) S22.50 Wood lathe
(12in swing) $49 1 hOrsse power
G,E Motor S35 new Brooks. 80 E.
San Fernando St 292 0409

SI SO.
BLACKLIGMT POSTERS
BLACKLIGHT BULB AND FIX
TURES COMPLETE 4 FOOT 523 95
7 FOOT SIB 95 AND 18 INCHE?
SII 99. STROBE LIGHTS $16.99. GAS
FREE XMAS PRESENTS
German
OLD BULBS S3 $O, PATCHES 750 &
Sheperd pups. Will be 6 wks old and 0l
UP
LEATHER
GOODS
&
ready for new homes by Xmas. Call
1NSENSE
25
BINOCULARS
926 5470 days & weekends
STICKS 79c PIPES 5700 & UP.
INDIA BEDSPREADS $090 & UP.
PAMELA POLLARD. Wed. Dec 19th
at 12 30 pm in the Student Union
SHIRTS SOW EACH, IRON ON
TRANSFER VARIETY 75c EACH
Remember "The Getaway" on Wed.
BROOKS. 80 E San Fernando 1 8Ik
Jan 9th Two shows. 7.30 & 10 PM.
from SJSU Phone 292 0409
Admission 50 cents. Presented by
AS
Special
YIN YANG WATERBEOS
student discount with purchase of 2 or
Al, WISHES EVERYONE A MERRY
more waterbeds 2331 So 7th St 998
CHRISTMAS!
5660. 2265 Stevens Creek Blvd 900
Hi, rim Marty. FLY off fella
3000 24 E Campbell Ave , Campbell
378 1040
HOLIDAY GIFT GOODIES? They
CUSTOM TAPING
don’t have to cost a bundle! All of
FROM YOUR
RECORDS. 4 !rack. 8 track, reel to
our It, Fi goodies (except BLO and
reel Same day service whenever
Mac) that list for 590 or less are TS
1st.
per cent off Headphones, car units.
Possible The Arkade. 248 5
downtown S J
blank
tape,
record
cleaning
equipment, cartridges,
ta ac
VITAMINS -. COSMETICS, photo
cessories
The AUDIO CENTER.
I in.shing & lots of strange things. At
7795W San Carlos (next to the gap),
bill’s College Pharmacy
San Jose
Most Maier brands of quality stereo
components available at dealer cost
plus 10 percent Additional discounts
available on guaranteed used
eou.pment periodic specials below
AUTO INSURANCE
TIRED OF
dealer cost 252 2028 after S p m
BEING RIPPED OFF? Call C515.
BARGAINS Old Pottery old iewelry
of
Student
Auto
originators
pic I
frames books turn appl .
Insurance, who have been writing it
clocks clothes tools radies records
in them 9 Calif offices for over 6
trunks etc Thousands of items to
years No student refused Call 289
cheese from
THE LOST FLEA
8681 or stop by 404S 3rd St . second
MARK ET open Wed
thru Sun
floor .3rd & San Salvador I
f REF Park & admission 1940 S st
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
AM.FM RADIO with automatic turn
Farmers Ins Group 25 per cent
table RCA console. $30. Call 990 1803,
discount for 3 0 GPA low non smoker
rates also Days 9411 0223, Eve 241
HOLIDAY GIFT GOODIES? They
8873
don’t have to cost a bundle! All Of
11 VW Bus, runs good, carpeted,
Our Hi Fi noodles (except R&D and
paneled. clean. 24 mpg. new elec
Mac) that list for MCI or less are 25
Inc& system 5485 best, 245 4373
per cent off Headphones, car units,
cleaning
record
blank
tape,
1970 350 cc YAMAHA TWIN S250
equipment, cartridges,
16 Sc
Phone 377 6244
cessories
The AUDIO CENTER,
HONDA ’68 90cr Excellent coed Very
1799W San Carlos (next tome Gap).
clean 998 2846 after 6 p.m
San Jose
196.1 FORD GALAXIE 0.11. ex cond
good transportation car. 998.8532
after S p rn 5325 00
HONDA 750, low opeage. ex Con
dition $900 offer 275 1633
FOR SALE 1073 SUZUKI 100. Only 200
rniles, excellent condition Must Sell
5300 00 Call 246 3915, 300 7021

all
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formances.
However, that enjoyment
was hardly revealed as the
program came to its conclusion.
The curtain closed and the
audience, rudely enough,
never applauded the curtain
to draw again.

He danced with strength and
acted with perception and
meaning. His solo in "Sinner
Man" displayed the bitterness and pain of being
shunned into the deep, red
fires of hell.
Ballet was a highlight.
Both Mark Ammerman and
Yvonne Lee exhibited the
beauty of the "art" and
intimate eye contact in
"Interludes"
and
’Uirapuru," choreographed
by Janet Van Swoll.
"Uirapuru" told the story
of the natives’ hunt for an
enchanted bird, portrayed
by Ammerman.
The faculty and students’
weeks of self discipline and
determined work ’ were
staged for the audience’s
enjoyment in four per-

CLASSIFIED

AUTOMOTIVE

i1101111.1

solo followed the high-keyed
jazz dance all too soon,
the
capacity
putting
audience to sleep. Though
Erleback’s superb talent on
the keys brought the piano to
melodic consciousness, the
three pieces played were
more than necessary so
early in the evening.
Similar to poetry, the body
is an instrument of expression. Mina Garman,
choreographer and faculty
member, blended the drama
"Patterns"
with
of
professional dancing ability.

1.3/441 PcislasIRX ,SRdP

"We see the world from behind two back doors," said Ota
(Delores Pierce) in her monolog-song called "I Loves to
Party." "We’re women, in a man’s world, and only that, it’s
a White man’s world," she sang into the microphone.

Ilt111

By Lori Rauh
Glaring colors, energetic
rhythm and illustrative jazz
unveiled "Unsquare Dance," choreographed by Patti
Cox of the SJSU dance
faculty.
But what followed in
composition of Faculty
Friday
Works,
Dance
evening in the Women’s
Gym, was a bit more abstract and dramatic.
The primary drawback to
the two and one-half hour
performance was an attempt
to cram jazz, ballet and
modern dance with poetry,
drama and a piano solo into
one program.
Robert J. Erleback’s piano

Gift

Sponsored by the Black Student’s Organizing Committee,
the show presented an historical perspective of Black people
as seen through the eyes of the Black woman.

lemma; American landmark wents

Dance works ’crammed’

Symphony
Pamela Polland
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FOR SALE
IS
EQUIPMENT
WINEMAKING
SUPPLIES Open eves & weekend.,
also iompiete keleution of foreign 8.
domestic wines & beers RODE GA
OF SPAIN 540 N 4th 295 I4319
NOAH’S ARK WATERBED COM
PANT
Oponino Sale Student
discounts. high quality, low prices 9
to 9 All new, guaranteed, custom
work 86 Keyes SI near 3rd 200 8451

HELP WANTED

Co
MASSEUSES
MASSEU0SREaSceWSA’N’Tn
your
Onw hours, lull or part time, we will
train
TrOplcal Health Salon, 40919
Fremont Blvd , 657 7262
NEED SALESGIRL, Mature, for
surplus clothing store near SJSU 52
hr Hrs. 10.30 to 5.30 M F Ph. 998
FEMALES,
MALES, nude modeling. 55 per
hour Experience not necessary. 209
0196

HOUSING
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUE Coed
All fac lilies for students 79 50 sh to
109 50 single 202 S 11th Phone 293
7374
ROOMS ACROSS
THE
CAMPUS.
Boys 468 5 6th St & 99 5 9th Porn
$60 shared or 579 pot Girls 182 S
10th from SAS my
Utilities pd
Elegant rooms newly decorated.
apply after 4 pm or call 29583)4
SAN
FERNANDO
MOUSE Well
located for serious students Maid &
linen serv
Color TV Kitchen.
Parkino 69 50 to 8950 737 E San
Fernando 293 6345
TOWNHOUSES, 2 Bdrrn SI05 mo
New carpet, swimming pool air
cond
tree parking a. private
balcony Perfect thole, 51 S 19th
Mgr Apt 3 Call Cliff 295 3962
MEN Larne. xheerful rooms. wall to
wall carpet. furnace heat & outside
entrance 406 5 11th St
LARGE

1 & 2 Bdrm.

Apt.

5125

&

Quiet
ISO
II block from State
complex, WW carpets, boil! in
Married
kitchens, pool
electric
couples only Ph 286 0944 466 5 5th
No 1
GARDEN STUDIOS: 5109 8. 5119
Four pools
Laundry, off street
Parking 1310 Sunny Ct Walk. Bike.
Drive or Bus to SJSU 297 IMO
SENSITIVE GENTLEMAN wishes a
friend and companion A sincere
female offered FREE RENT in
exchange for kindness 298 2308
I

saimoom IN HOUSE. 0100 ma
kitchen priv.. cola, to. Call Ann 923
5873

HUGE 1 II 2 BCIRM. APTS parking,
Married or
Pref
shags, quiet
Grads 536 S 8th Call 295 7894
ROOMING HOUSE: Up tO 12 PeOlne
5.430 my 125 S 14th St 265 3100
Sleeps 3010 near
SKI LODGE
Casinos. Available NOW! Cheap
rates Call 377 7701, 371 8791, 578 1602

MARRIED COUPLES ONLY, 1 barrIl
furnished al31 clean & quiet, no
children, no pets 545 5 11th St Apt
7 Call 275 9067, 1110 my
12th & San
HOUSE FOR RENT
Carlos 4 bdrat. 2 bath 5425 per
month, Call 246 1345
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share beautiful partly furnished apt
with 3 Others Available Jan. I rent
only 541.25 mo. I
blks from SJSU.
Bruce 297 3079, 576 5 5th St. No 24.
NEAT 2 BDRM CPIS, DRPS. AEK.
Water pd Adults only$140 1167 S.
6th St. The Marian Rose Apts.
GIRL roomate needed to share ’72
trailer wpther girl
Within bike
riding dist. Serious student only. 140.
mo. utui md. 2940724.
STUDIO 8. I bedroom apt for rent,
turn & unfurn. near 515U Call 294
9535 or 293 7796
PROFESSIONALLY CLEANED
APARTMENTS, 2 bedroom S135 3
bedroom 5I65 628 S 10th St 295 5144
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED or
5125
per month
unfurnished
Excellent location Walking distance
to campus 140 North 15th St Call for
an appointment
244,3650
LRG 3 Ektrtm House $170. Avail 12
15 73 Partly turn 659S 8th See Don
next door, or call 2925376
ROOM FOR RENT, 4 bdrrn.
5.42.50
house 4 blks from campus Call Don
191 5376 Avail Jan I. 1974

LOST & FOUND
lost 12 7 73
LOST: Sr 10 Calculator
Duncan Hall REWARD 248 3778

PERSONALS
HOLIDAY GIFT GOODIES? They
don’t have to cost a bundle! All of
our Ho F. goodies (except 58.0 and
Mac) that Its! for S50 or less are 75
per cent oft Headphones, car units,
blank
tape,
record
cleaning
equipment, cartridges. & ac
cessories
The AUDIO CENTER,
1795W San Carlos (next to the Gan).
San Jose
WHAT IS ALPHA PHI OMEGA? it’s a
nationally reCOgniied group Of men
dedicated to friendshtp leadership
and service What kind of service?
Protects like the BBO pits, 7th St
bike lot, campus directory maps,
patio chairs on the library roof.
Friday Flicks in MD Au() and the
Turkey Trot for Thanksgiving Off
campus, we built the Billy Jones
Railroad at Lake Vasona, took some
children to Santa Cry,, threw a
Halloween party for others.
painted the Newman Center Our
soft dr,nk sales at the FIcks to
toward the padding of the seats in
MD. The list goes on
are yOutenan
enough for A Phi 0?53 Call us Tony,
Mike, or Ken 286 2886
MULTIPLY MONEY_ Pennies Pre 59,
dimes, quarters pre 65. I’ J times
face Send Phone no or address to
R A Smith PD Box 11182 Palo Alto,
CA 94306

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
277-3175

SERVICES
TYPING Reasonable, experienced 18
aol
IBM Seiectrit with s,,nbols
font for technical typing No ed.7.ng
Call 263 2739
STUDENT TYPING 65 cents per page
close to campus Phone 998 1869
RENT A TV OR STEREO, free
delivery, free service Call Esche’s
251 1598
ASTROLOGY, A complete chart is
constructed & interpreted
Expert
work at a reasonable once 288 6226
I 111 M

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
Selectric 8672300 Eves
TYPING

IBM. Near campus 210 435,

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Masters
Reports
Dissertations
Marianne Tarnberg
137 Escobar
Ave Telephone 356 4248 LOS Gatos
PISCEAN & CO. comes thru with
110 speed
complete
bur ode
specialists) parts. sales & service at
Friendly
student prices. nearby
helpful service We carry Piscean.
Regina.
Ross,
Bridgestone
Mossberg. Magneet 331 N lot 787
7030
BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography
/Or LOWEST Bay area rates 588
includes gold 8. white album 60
color prints of your choice full set of
KEEPS
ALL
slides
BRIDE
Extra lull color 8 X
NEGATIVES
Staff of
20
10’s
$1 25 each
Make
photographers
an
ap
then
pointrnent see our samples
decide Open every evening until 10
pm for FREE Brdai Packet Call
257 3161
ACCURATE,
FAST
TYPING.
ELECTRIC. CALL 377 5142 AFTER
12 00 pie MARCiA REYNOLDS
TYPING OF ALL KINDS ’’aot am
curate and dependable Mrs Alice
Emmet

249 2664

Santa Clara

SKI REPAIR: Sharpen edues. flat file
bottoms f II ileuges, not wax Good
rates Call Jack 286 5178 after six
TYPISTFAST. ACCURATE. Can edit
Mrs
Near SJCC
Master s etc
Aslanian 298 4104

TRANSPORTATION
EUROPE
1SC A 11687 San V ente Blvd Apt.
Nn 4
A Ca.! 90049 TEL
1213i
826 5660 Or 17141 287 3010
.1 I, poauyr tTo.b:
TWWeA.
SOON’.
FLYINGn
th
,wlCamp,
Representative
Crawford 1725 72671 ian help you
make your GETAWAY Float 18 per
, en, off with TWA Youth passport &
up to 24 months to pay with a
WEE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
an%after66 o
o
,frovt efflo.x
Call
,0
oe 225,72,6.2,

g,i,

rake

all

or your local travel agent
FLIGHTS TO MEXICO-Maratlan
$249 inclusive 8 days 7 nights incl,
round trip air fare, hotel on the
beach plus extras Puerto Vallarta
5259 inclusive 8 days? nights Incl
round trip air fare hotel On beach
full day Cruise to Vetapa, plus ex
teas antes package 12 IS, 7223. 12
37 call after Spin 274 4613, Richard
HI, I’m Martha, go Fly yourself
EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING
Eighth
annual
un regimented
student programs B wks Europe 8
6 wks Europe
wks Israel Europe
Contact Barbara Nevins. Student
Services West, Inc 11081 287 8240
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Tips on tenants’ legal rights given by Housing Office

Days of Harris gone
From Page one
respected student leaders
around, the one most often
cited by student editors,
body
student
other
presidents and even instructors.
His attitude was his
magnet. Others called it his
"concern for his soul, for his
values and for himself ...he
cares like hell about the
world he lives in and
somehow goes on loving and
believing in the people who
inhabitate it."
The position of president
soon pointed out to Harris
other absurdities of the
American system - the type
that Harris disliked.
-I’d sit on faculty member
committees and listen to
them try and decide where
18-sear-old girls should or
should not live. And during
the week these same faculty
members would try to teach
ine existentialism.
"After that I couldn’t go to
my classes. I lost a lot of
respect for my instructors,"
he added.
Come February 1967
Harris resigned as student
body president, which was
followed shortly by his
resignation from school.
"At first the Stanford
diploma was my train out of
Fresno and into success, but
there came a point when I
had to decide to get off that
train," he said. "And I’m not
sorry I did."
He admits that his view of
school has changed since
those days. What he had
disliked about school was it
taught students a pattern of
thinking, one that he felt was
not correct and one that
eventually led to a role he
didn’t want to play.
"However, some people,"
he said "do go to get real
skills."
After his school experiences Harris centered
his work on draft resistance
and in making it known that
the choice of non-cooperation
was an alternative.
Early in 1968 he refused
induction into the armed
forces and i August 1969 he
began a three year jail
sentence for that refusal.
Adjusting to prison life
was no problem, he said, for
he had been sitting on top of
a coming prison sentence for
three years.
"I was in a strike three
weeks after I was locked
up," he said. "It wasn’t such
a big adjustment because I
was used to scrambling.
Everybody knew I was
ready to strike anytime the
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opportunity came."
The problem of prison life
hit Harris after he finished
his 30 month jail sentence
and was put out on 16 months
probation.
"The loneliest day of my
life was my first day out," he
said, "I had forgotten how
the world was and it had
forgotten how I was.
"In prison you develop an
eye in the middle of your
shoulder blades. You’re
aware of everything going on
around you and you learn to
keep those four walls back,"
he said. "When you’re out
the walls are gone."
Unfortunately, he added,
the only ones who know how
you feel are those that have
gone through the feeling
themselves. And it is rough
trying to live with those that
haven’t, no matter how close
you once were, he added.
Perhaps one of the most
difficult changes Harris had
to confront in the outside
world was his role as
husband and father.
"When I got out I had to
face the celebrity crisis," he
said, "Maybe that was sort
of presumptious, but I was
sick of it."
The celebrity role was
there, though no matter how
hard he tried to ignore
simply because his wife was
Joan Baez.
It got to be insulting," he
said. "Since 1963 I’ve had my
ass beat up and I don’t need
anybody to stand up for me.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Being
Fairytale only goes so far as
does being American’s
number one radical family
or Ozzie and Harriet of the
New Left.
"It just didn’t cut," he
stated. "The conflict was
there - she Baez was a
superstar and I’m not."
So the marriage ended.
"I had to come down off
my horse. If nothing else,
prison let me be me, feel real
and unique without trying to
feel better than anyone
else," he said. "In prison I
was just one more convict."
"Prison is an equalizer.
You have to get rid of all
your excess baggage and if
you survive you discover a
lot about yourself."
Now Harris lives in Fresno
on a farm cooperative with
eight other folks. He raises
organic vegetables, talks
about sheep and listens a lot
to the small farmers of the
San Joaquin valley.
The movement Harris
once was a part of is gone. So
is the push for organized
draft resistance that was
once his major fight. Without
these movements, he contended, 1973 wouldn’t be as it
stands today.
"The movement impaired
the system so the system
couldn’t do the job it set out
to do," he said. "I don’t feel
the movement is over
though."
There is a difference,
however, in the college
students today, he said. They
grew up in the midst of war,
the disclosure of government
coverups and watching
police reaction to college
demonstrations.
"The students now know
what risks they would have
to take to bring change,"
Harris said. "We could intellectualize the risks, but we
didn’t have anything to look
back on."
Overall Harris believes
change is forthcoming. The
times may have changed, he
said, but the central task
facing the country hasn’t.
The ultimate change,
however, won’t come until
power is taken out of the
hands of a select few and
sharing is adopted as a new
code of ethics, he believes.
The push for this change
may come from out spiraling
economy - something which
is immediate to all people’s
lives, he suggested.
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Beverley Fabrics makes a creative
Christmas too good to pass up.
Bring your imagination
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By Mark WhItelield
The SJSU Housing Office
is offering a free brochure,
for
Rights
"Legal
Tenants" for student
renters and potential
renters.
The brochure, prepared
by a San Jose law firm,
details
on
provides
everything from eviction
procedures
to
the

restrictions on a landlord’s
right to enter premises.
"Students are in an
exploitable
position.
Landlords know they can
take advantage of them
without
getting
into
trouble," according to
Evelyn Robinson, assistant
housing director at SJSU.
Robinson said the most
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Robinson said.
Many student -tenants
have been encountering
apartments that are in ii
state of disrepair. "Some
students don’t find out until
the rainy season that their
roof leaks and then
discover that their landlords are in no hurry to fix
it," Robinson said.

cirsuch
Under
cumstances a tenant can
take immediate action, she
explained. If a landlord
fails to make necessary
repairs within a reasonable
length of time, the tenant
can have repairs made and
deduct up to a full month’s
rent to pay for them.
However this can only be
done once a year, Robinson

News Briefs

said.
Much tenant -landlord
confusion has arisen
because many students
have only oral agreements
with their landlords,
commented.
Robinson
"Wherever possible try to
have rental agreements
put in writing. It solves
problems for everyone
later,." she stated.
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Compiled from the Associated Press

Arabs seize jet
ATHENS - At least 30 persons were killed at a Rome
airport yesterday by Arab terrorists who then seized a
German jet and took the passengers and crew hostage.
Police reported that about three or four Arabs drew
machine guns, hand grenades, and pistols from their
luggage during a routine security check and sprayed
gunfire throughout the terminal building. Two of the
guerrillas then ran up a boarding ramp and tossed
grenades into a parked Pan American Airlines Boeing 707
jet bound for Beirut. At least 21 persons died in the airplane while about 36 others survived.
During the attack, at least 20 persons took refuge about
a Luftansa jet. The terrorists boarded the plane and ordered its crew to take off for Athens.

Jumbo jet crash-lands
BOSTON - An Iberian jumbo jet carrying 167
passengers and crew crash-landed in thick fog at Logan
International Airport yesterday.
There were some injuries but no fatalities, police said.
Federal Aviation Administration officials in
Washington said there was a fire on board.
The jet, Flight 933, was going from Madrid to Boston.

Business agent sought
MIAMI - The business agent for the operators of a plane
that crashed in a Miami neighborhood and killed eight
persons was sought by the FBI yesterday for questioning.
The National Transportation Safety Board asked the
FBI to find H.B. Robinson, business agent for Aircraft
Pool Leasing Corp., which operated the 15 year-old Super
Constellation.
The move followed reports that maintenance work
which had been ordered for the plane was not completed
before Saturday’s crash.
The four-engine craft, laden with 10 tons of Christmas
trees, plunged into a residential area a mile east of Miami
International Airport seconds after taking off for Caracas,
Venezuela.

Grand jury to be picked
CLEVELAND -A 23- member federal grand jury will be
picked today to probe the fatal shootings of four students
and the wounding of nine others at Kent State Univerisy
on May 4, 1970.
Parents of three victims have hailed the investigation
ass vay of getting at the truth of what happened during a
confrontation between National Guard troops and antiwar demonstrators.
The shootings came after four days of protests over the
U.S. incursion of Cambodia.

Legal device blocked
WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court blocked a legal
device yesterday that environmentalists and consumers
hoped to use in place of costly, time-consuming individual
legal actions.
The court ruled 6 - 3 in a damage suit by Vermont
residents that each plaintiff would have to meet federal
standards for bringing the action. Thus, the plaintiffs
could not bring action for all persons in similar circumstances in one large suit.
The decision dealt with instances in which citizens of
one state wished to sue a firm in another state for
damages.
Federal law requires that at least $10,000 be at stake.

Queen’s aide injured
LONDON - An aide to Queen Elizabeth 11, Brig. Gen.
Michael 0-Cock, lost a hand yesterday when a letter bomb
exploded as he opened it.
It was the second letter bomb reported in London
yesterday.
The letter bomb, believed to be a hollowed - out
paperback book containing explosives, was addressed to
O’Cock’s home.

Transportation
boss quits
SACRAMENTO - The State Director of Transportation,
James A. Moe, 41, announced yesterday he plans to leave
the Reagan administration soon to return to private industry.
Moe said he originally came to Sacramento with the
idea of staying about two years. He told Gov. Ronald
Reagan yesterday he plans to leave in the near future to
resume his private career.
Moe has been with the state government since 1967 when
Reagan named him deputy director of the Public Works
Department. He became director of the new State
Department of Transportation when it was created this
summer out of the Public Works Department and several
other agencies.
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common problem students
have with landlords is
getting their cleaning or
security deposit back.
Students have no recourse
but to take these complaints to Small Claims
Court.
Only about 20 per cent of
the settlements awarded
by judges in such cases are
anyway,
paid
ever
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Alviso fights without San Jose’s help
From page one
Father Goode, speaking
before Terry Christensen’s
9:30 local government class,
likened the management of
San Jose to the management
of a large corporation. As
such, he said that the city
council doesn’t have a hold
on what is going on.
"It’s like a great big bus
that’s going down a hill out of
control, and they (the city
council members) are trying
to steer it," Father Goode
stated. "They know they’re
going to hit some people,
they’re just trying to avoid
as many as they can." But
according to Father Goode,
they haven’t missed "hitting" the people of Alviso.

Father Goode said that
while the city council has
said that it would support the
de-annexation of Alviso, it
has at the same time sup"gradual
a
ported
relocation" of Alvisan
residents. He went on to
describe several of the
as
members
council
"frustrated liberals" who
say one thing and do another.
"When they came out in
support of de-annexation we
celebrated it as a victory,"
Father Goode said. "But now
we realize it didn’t mean
much." He added that
de the
throughout
annexation struggle the
Alvisan residents have

limited resources."
Father Goode said that if
Alviso can convince the
Local Agency Formation
Committee (1AFC0) that it
is a financially stable
community, it may be able to
the
de -annexation
put
question on the ballot.
However, Alviso is still
negotiating with the city
over the future of a 5,000 acre
parcel of land the city wants
to use for a sewage treatment plant. Not until that
question is resolved can the
Alvisans present their case
to ’,AFC and even then,
Father Goode said it will boa
tough battle.

"found it hard to deal with
any city council decisions."
Father Goode said the
Alvisans have had to resort
to several different methods
to solve their problems. He
said that tactics like
blocking the streets and
setting up a toll station into
Alviso and spending the
night in the council chambers were "grandstand"
moves devised to focus attention on the Alviso
situation. Father Goode said
that to that extent they were
successful.
"We embarrassed them
into action," he said. "That
was all we could do with our
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’Workshop’ offered

SKI SEASON

295-5440

by Peninsula School
A three-day "Workship in
Alternative Education,"
with classroom observation
and discussion workshops, is
being offered by Peninsula
School Jan. 31 through Feb. 2

Wilderness
experience
For those wishing the
experience
of
winter
wilderness
living,
applications are being accepted at the Northwest
Outward Bound School,
Eugene, Oregon, for three
different sessions.
The co-ed courses are
conducted on the east side
of the Central Oregon
Cascades. Students will
explore the country of
McKenzie Pass, Yapoah
Crater, Millican Crater,
Collier Cone, and the Green
Lakes area.
The curriculum includes
winter camping in tents and
snow caves, ski touring
techniques, map and compass orientation, and if the
weather permits, students
will attempt a climb of a
major peak.
Courses are open to all
persons over 18 years in good
health.

in cooperation with SJSU.
Workshops about child relationships,
adult
vs.
autonomy
authoritarianism, sexism in
schools and other subjects
will be conducted at the
alternative school.
Registration is limited to
35 participants. Tuition for
credit (one semester unit) is
$50 and for non-credit $40.
Reservations must be
received by Jan. 10. For
applications forms or information, call 325-1584.

Dynastar Spalding Super Short
Hart Volkl
Caber Aspen Skyr
Nordica Kotlach
Obermeyer
Meister Pacific Trail Pioneer
Head Primus Bonna
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RENTALS
GLM Skis
Touring Skis
Ski Rocks
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Tire Chains
Waterproof
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’Real World’
subject of talk

:The Army and Al National Guard’s
*1 -year enlistmen program
*for prior servicemen.

Rich Child, manufacturing
supervisor of HewlettPackard, will speak today
about "How Ills In The Real
World" at 11:30 in IS 217.
The speech is sponsored by
the SJSU chapter of the
National Association of
Industrial Technology.
Details on a field trip to
Intel Corp. will also be
discussed at the meeting.
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Course dates are Jan. 7 to
27, Feb, 9 to 17, and Feb. 23 to
March 9. Prices vary on the
different sessions.
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For further information
write or call Northwest
Outward Bound School, 3200
Judkins
Rd.,
Eugene,Oregon, 97403, or
call (503) 342-6044.

How does the TRY -ONE program
for prior servicemen work?
You enlist in the Guard for one year in the
grade you held at time of release from
active duty.
"Try One" is what the name implies We’d like
you to experience first-hand the advantages
you get as a member of the Guard. At the end
of your one-year enlistment, you can extend
for another year or longeror not re -enlist at
all That will he your decision
In either case, you’ll have put your service
experience to work for yourself and your
country.
And you’ll have earned a substantial amount
of extra pay doing it

1

How do you get in the program?
Just contact your local recruiter at
SAN JOSE’S NATIONAL GUARD
251 W. Hedding St.
San Jose, Ca
Phone 298-1159

47c-4/

TRY ONE
IN THE GUARD
******** ******* *limy sir ****Isrin ***
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